
AMCONE

AMCone: An AFT Energized Healing Massage Tool made of 100% copper, 
filled with healing crystals and energized with our AMized Fusion Quantum 

Resonance Technology.


Crystals have subtle influences on the physical body. 
Cells of the human body are composed of the same 
atomic components as unit cells of a crystal but in an 
unstable pattern/state. When a crystal is placed on a 
specific affected area of the body, that crystal will 
attract other matter s sharing similar vibrational 
qualities, and, in doing so stimulating the affected 
area. Proponents of this technique believe that 
crystals act as conduits for healing — allowing 
positive, healing energy to flow into the body while 
negative, disease-causing energy flows out. 

AMCON is an Active healing massage tool that is made of pure copper which is filled with healing crystals. In 
making AMCON, the copper and the crystals are then energized with the AMized Fusion Quantum resonance 
technology (AFT)TM. The technology ensures that deep energy cleansing, balancing, and healing occurs in the 
body. It acts as an excellent easy to use massage tool for both hot and cold therapy for self-therapy or 
professional use. 


This innovatory product is designed to offer healing massage therapies to help combat the daily aches, fatigues, 
pain, and stress. Since the tool is made by applying the principle of ancient TCM, it is a significant and reliable 
product that will give the perfect body therapy. This tools does not only ease the pain of pressure massage which 
drains the energy of the masseur, but also it’s infused natural crystals embedded with AFT Quantum resonance 
work in deep energy cleansing, balancing and healing.
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COPPER CRYSTALS

Ancient cultures recognized copper as a healing mineral. 
Recent research shows copper has impressive 
antibacterial,  antiviral  and anti-fungal properties and 
found useful for its healing powers both internally and 
externally. It is still used in the treatment of wounds and 
skin diseases, as well as internal diseases such as 
anaemia, cancer, rheumatoid arthritis, and heart 
disease. It is also valued for its healing properties in 
improving circulation of blood, increasing energy and 
detoxification of the body. Copper is considered a 
mineral to increase energy and mental agility.



AMIZED FUSION TECHNOLOGY?

HOW DOES IT WORK?

AMcone is an easy to use tool as for hot & cold self-therapy or for professional use. Simply press the top (rounded 
edge) at a point or an area and massage in a circular motion for several seconds. For overall results press and 
glide over the meridian points, lines and or lymphatic lines.

For maximum benefit, dip the tip of the AMcone into a solution of 
your choice, check it on your other hand and then apply onto the 
person.

Rub direct on to skin directly
Rub after dipping in essential / massage oil (warm or room 
temperature)
Rub after dipping in warm water
Rub after dipping in cold water
Rub after dipping in salt water
Rub after dipping in lotion / cream

Essential / Massage 
Oil

Warm / Cold 
Water

Pink Crystal Salt 
Solution

Body 
Cream / lotion

The natural crystals offer positive impacts on the physical body. This is because; the human body cells have 
similar atomic components like the unit cells of a natural crystal; even though the human body cells are in an 
unstable version. Therefore, when the natural crystals are put in any particular area of the body, the crystals 
work by attracting the matter that has similar vibrational qualities as they do. In doing so, the crystals stimulate 
the target areas of the body hence releasing its healing properties. Medical experts also explain that this 
massage healing technique is effective as the copper and crystals are excellent healing conductors; they allow 
the flow of positive healing energy to the body parts that suffer pains and aches and release the disease-
causing energy out.

AMized Fusion Technology™ (AFT) is a unique proprietary quantum technology that 
ENERGIZES products to resonate at Zero Point Field. 

AMized Fusion Technology ® encompasses a unique process where the resonance 
structure of atoms is altered. The changes are imparted at the level of sub atomic 
particles: electrons, protons etc. The process mimics the mechanics of nature. In an 
ideal universe, these sub-atomic structures will undergo a certain routine to exhibit 
spin configurations, wave properties, charge density within a defined range.

These resonances from the AFT Energized products can trigger off a series of 
quantum events and therefore induce several changes related to consciousness at a 
micro as well as the macro level within a living system resulting in a healing effect.

HOW TO USE?



Benefits:-
• Improves your Immune system.
• Eliminates bacterias and virus.
• Reduces stress, anxiety and promotes relaxation.
• Reduces aches, pain and cramps.
• Helps with overall healing.
• Unblocks energy flow and increase metabolism.

Lymphatic drainage is a gentle, rhythmical massage treatment to 
stimulate the circulation of  lymph  fluid around the body. This 
helps to rapidly speed up the removal of wastes and toxins from a 
sluggish lymphatic system.

Use the top of the cone (rounded edge), press lightly and run along the 
lymphatic lines several times.
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HOW TO USE?

Product Name: AMcone 
Code: AFP55-AC1 
Contents: 2 x Copper Cone, 1 wooden carry case and 1 x user guide

Size: 15 cm x 15 cm x 8 cm

Weight: 460 gms
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